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Dear Peter, 

Thanks for your thoughtfulness and the story from Players. I'd never heard of 
it and from a glance lost nothing. 

While I've always accumulated reading to carry with me for odds and ends of time 
with the need for more rest since the phlebitis I’m accumulated it for rest periods. I 
takei enough of a walk to tire me then when I get back, read while I rest. Do,I've not 
looked at tills yet but will as soon a3 I can. 

I'm restigg more and trying ways to get as much done in a shorter day. I cant 

An effeciency-minded frined gave me an excellent sub-minterature (excuse the 
typos - I have to leave as soon as I write this) tape recorder and it is fine. 

I was in NIC the time of the scheduled Hunter speech with Robert. Only it had 
been snafued by the lecture bureau. So, I did what else I'd scheduled myself and was 
able to return Tuesday morning. 

The bus trip to Baltimore was flor some reason ssncomfortable. Something impaired 
op, in the railroad station awaiting the train I walked and once on the 

train walked in the isle. Prom Baltimore to Harve de ’"‘race, a good walk. Then I sat aowh, 
having both places in the seat, raised ay legs on the seat and attache case, fe and by 
the time the train was slowing down in NIC wrote a chpater of the new book! I have no 
idea what kind of writing it is but it is ready for typing. 

Remember Modem Tines? Old enough? 1*11 find the broom yet! 

Anson is a nogood. But the truth is that the critcism of Schweiker is justified 
if other parts of his assess piece are not. More, last October, when I spent the 
agonizing mornigg I learned I had phlebitis with him at his request, I told Schweiker 
that unless he changed to an approach I urged upon him he would get precisely this 
criticism. When Jin Besar told me of the Anson peice he said it was almost like Anson 
had been there because I told him of that meeting when I left the doctor later. I’m 
sorry it is this way and is this predictable. 

Anson is not a real critic. He is a comnercializer and a real plagiarized. It 
is child’ play to identify his uuir.dentified sources and his footnotes often are a thin 
cover for the ripoffs. 

Bethell is not a critic, ^e has always been on the other side. But who can 
justify what Garrison did? Any more than Tom’s part in it? 

The troubles inside the critical community are because sane who are for the 
most part nuts and self-seekers ere ate an intolerable situation, -'obody can tolerate 

that. -H is all one-sided. When your home is robbed you'll see if you lught candles 
to the crooks. And when it is counterproductive and predictably so, what else? Go over 
my NYU speech today and see if you can, looking back as I then looked ahead, tell me 
I was wrong to make the effort. 

Son't kid yourself on how low the CIA can, does and has stooped, if I agree that 
messing with your book is improbable. 

They didn^t mess with Oswald in ^ew Orleans. B-fc wasn't necessary. The publisher 
did enough. 

I 11 be up again the week of the 18th, for that delayed speech and resuming 
with Dell. a. found proof in their files of twi printings of which they have no record, 
ihat is, I have the copies and they have no records. Also of other dishonesty. So, 
they.?fy “hcy are searching for what I asked them to search for and say they 11 make everything good. Hance I can t forecast time. But thanks and best, «■> 


